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Marbled paper 

 
EARLY MARBLED PAPER 
 
01. [DIVAN.]  An anthology of poetry copied by Muhammad 
Husayn al-Tabrizi.  Safavid Persia, mid-sixteenth century. 
 
Small 8vo (170 × 107 mm), pp. [58]; black scribal nasta’liq on hand-
coloured (orange, pink) or marbled paper (three pages), nine lines per 
page, headings in blue or gold, polychrome heading pasted to first page; 
inkblot in a few margins, the other smudge elsewhere, occasional 
waterstaining, some old repairs in the gutter, possibly wanting some 
leaves in places, but still in good condition; later leather binding, 
preserving hand-painted panels from an earlier binding and eighteenth-
century morocco pastedowns.   £6500 
 
Marbled paper traces its origins to twelfth-century Japan but the 
technique may well have passed, like so much else, along the Silk Road 



 
 

to the Middle East, where examples of marbled paper were first 
discovered by Western European visitors in the second half of the 
sixteenth century, who brought back them back as souvenirs.  ‘While 
very little is known about the origins and early history of marbling in 
Persia, Turkey, and other eastern and adjoining areas, it is evident that 
the Seljuk and Ottoman empires provided fertile soil for this form of 
paper decoration to germinate and flower.  In time, marbling came to 
play a significant role in the diplomatic and administrative practices of 
these regions.  More importantly, the marbler’s craft provided the 
Persians and the Turks with a fitting medium for their greatest artistic 
expression and development’ (Wolfe, Marbled Paper, p. 8). 
 
Muhammad Husayn al-Tabrizi (d.1577), a leading calligrapher of 
nasta’liq script, was one of the official court scribes to Isma’il II (r.1537–
77). the third Safavid Shah of Iran and himself a poet, painter, and 
calligrapher.  Knowing the scribe here allows us to date the manuscript, 
and thus the marbled paper, making this an early example.   
 
 

Sprinkled paper 
 
02. BURNEY, Charles.  Abhandlung über die 
Musik der Alten.  Aus dem Englischen 
übersetzt, und mit einigen Anmerkungen 
begleitet von Johann Joachim Eschenburg …  
Leipzig, im Schwickertschen Verlage.  1781. 
 
Small 4to (199 × 154 mm), pp. [4], 216; engraved 
title vignette, the musical examples in the text 
printed typographically; a little light browning; still a 
good copy in contemporary boards with a secondary 
cover of Kiebitzpapier, rubbed; early ms. ink 
monogram to title.   £500 
 
Sprinkled paper, produced by one of the simplest 
methods of decorating paper—in which droplets of 
paint are sprinkled on a (usually) single-colour 
paper—goes back the second half of the sixteenth 
century (although the technique was used to 
decorate the edges of books from about 1520 
onwards).  One very common paper seen, as here, 
on eighteenth-century German books is a brown 
paper with black sprinkles called Kiebitzpapier (‘plover’ or ‘lapwing 
paper’, as the decoration is thought to resemble the bird’s speckled 



 
 

eggs), although at the time one of its names was ‘französisches 
Lederpapier’ (‘French leather paper’), as the technique of sprinkling was 
similar to that employed by French bookbinders on leather bindings.   
 
Here on a copy of the first edition of a translation of the ‘Dissertation on 
the Music of the Ancients’ from the first volume of Burney’s General 
History of Music (1776), by the great contemporary translator, Johann 
Eschenburg (1743–1820).  It was the only part of the History to appear 
in German at the time.  In his preface, Eschenburg writes that he hopes 
the book helps keep a promise he made some years before, sadly 
unfulfilled, to write a general history of music, the initial impetus for 
which had been his reading of Burney’s book. 
 
Price & Price, Humaniora, p. 40; RISM Ecrits, p. 191. 
 
 

Bronze-varnish paper 
 
03. [MAFFEI, Paolo Alessandro.  Vita di S. Pio Quinto …  In 
Venezia, MDCCXII.  Appresso Giacomo Tommasini … [Venice, 
1712].] 
 
Small 4to (222 × 160 
mm) in eights, pp. iii–
xxiv, 469 [1]; lacking 
title and folding plate; 
some browning and 
worming in places; 
contemporary 
sprinkled calf, worn, 
spine chipped at 
extremities, upper 
section missing.  
 £800 
 
First edition.  With 
fine bronze-varnish 
paper pastedowns 
attributed to the 
Augsburg 
manufacturer Johann 
Friedrich Leopold 
(c.1669–1727), 
whose ‘brocade 



 
 

papers, especially those featuring chinoiserie, rank among the best 
examples of their kind’ (Haemmerle, p. 124).  Haemmerle 502. 
 
 

Brocade paper 
 
04. PETIT MANUEL de Devotion, contenant les Prieres du Matin, 
celle de la Messe, & du Soir.  Mannheim, de l’Impimerie Electoral, 
1756. 
 
12mo (123 × 74 mm), pp. 228; with an 
engraved frontispiece by Pfeffel; some 
finger-marking and spotting, largely 
confined to the margins; still a nice 
crisp copy in contemporary red 
morocco gilt, all edges gilt, brocade-
paper endpapers, rear free endpaper 
sometime removed.   £500 
 
Very rare: not in VD18 or WorldCat.  
French was the language of the court 
at Mannheim at the time, which 
accounts for its use in this little prayer 
book, printed at the court press.  A 
major centre for the arts in the second 
half of the eighteenth century, 
Mannheim rose to prominence after 
the Counts Palatine, having returned 
to Catholicism, decided to make it the 
seat of their court: a stylish new town 
was laid out, to a daring chequerboard 
design, together with an enormous 
Schloss, the largest Baroque palace 
ever built in Germany.  Its orchestra was considered the best in Europe. 
 
The brocade paper here comes from Bavaria.  Stylistically, it shares 
similarities with a number of the papers produced in Augsburg by 
Johann Wilhelm Meyer (c.1713–1784).  See Gani, Carte decorate, 
especially nos. 28, 44–6, and Kopylov, Papiers dorés d’Allemagne, nos. 
85 and 87. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

05. POESIE per l’ingresso solenne di Sua Eccellenza il Signor 
Giovanni Colombo cavaliere e cancellier grande.  In Venezia 
MDCCLXVI per Gianfrancesco Garbo con licenza de’ superiori 
[1766]. 
 
Folio (347 × 238 mm) in sixes, pp. [2], lx, plus frontispiece; printed on 
thick paper, engraved title, frontispiece, head- and tailpieces, the text 
printed letterpress within ornate etched frames; small waterstain in the 
bottom of the gutter from p. xxxix onwards; original gilt-stamped green 
paper covers, brocade paper spine, old ms. shelf-label at foot of spine; 
some light marginal spotting, the binding a little rubbed and chipped in 
places, but still very good; formerly in the library of Michel Wittock, with 
his label; in a cloth box.   £1800 
 



 
 

A rather sumptuous book, mixing engraving with letterpress, and a 
particularly ornate example of an important contribution ‘by eighteenth-
century Venice to the modern illustrated book: the practice of preparing 
a distinctive binding for individual editions.  With only a bare possibility of 
a short-lived precedent in late fifteenth-century Augsburg, the practice, 
now universally accepted for professionally published books and 
generally regarded a result of nineteenth century industrialisation, 
began, I believe, with a certain number of rococo Venetian presentation 
books.  These individual edition bindings were characteristically 
decorative.  Large sheets of paper—usually washed or color printed—
were overprinted in color with designs appropriately sized for the 
planned pages.  Then the sheets were wrapped over and pasted down 
to the gathered signatures.  The Venetian designs had distinct sections 
for the front cover, the spine, and the back cover.  The cover designs 
always had borders framing reserved central areas.  An ornamental 
shield with the general monogram VV (“Viva Venezia”), a figurative 
vignette appropriate to the family, or an ornamental shield with the 
specific arms or monogram of the celebrant to whom the book was 
dedicated is often found on the lower cover.  The front cover, however, 
always had an ornamental shield containing the specific arms of the 
celebrated nobleman for an ingresso, or in the case of a wedding, the 
arms of one or both of the celebrating spouses.  The individual covers 
were prepared for particular occasions and the accompanying volume …  
When these covers exist in good condition their color is intense—rose, 
blue-violet, green, yellow, gold.  They are beautifully decorative and 
completely harmonious with the charm and ornamentation of their 
contents.  These fragile paper covers are rare, however, and thus the 
history of their use remains tentative’ (A. Robison, ‘Componimenti poetici 
per l’ingresso solenne alla dignità di procuratore... Lodovico Manin 
(Venice, Albrizzi, 1764)’, Vision of a Collector. The Lessing J. 
Rosenwald Collection in the Library of Congress, Washington, 1991, p. 
355). 
 
As Robison writes, the covers for such Venetian books are usually 
block-printed in colour.  In the present example, however, the design has 
been debossed in gilt, in a kind of cross between bronze-varnish and 
brocade paper.  One wonders if Remondini was responsible for 
producing it (cf. their brocade papers reproduced in Kopylov, Papiers 
dominotés italiens, nos. 133–7, especially no. 135, a sheet which 
generated decorated covers for four books). 
 
 



 
 

Block-printed paper 
 
06. TELINGE, Jacques.  Cours d’accouchemens, 
en forme de catéchisme, par demands et par 
réponses.  Contenant des principes certains sur la 
théorie & la pratique, en faveur des Sages-femmes & 
de ceux qui veulent exercer cette partie de la 
Médecine & de la Chirurgie …  A Paris, chez 
d’Houry, Imp.-Lib. de Mgr le Duc d’Orléans …  1776. 
 
12mo (185 × 110 mm) in eights and fours, pp. x, [2], 144; 
some old waterstaining to the upper section of the text 
block; uncut in contemporary block-printed wrappers, a 
little dust-soiled, small portion of lower cover torn away.  
 £700 
 
First edition of a rare book on midwifery.  Not in Blake or 
Wellcome. 
 
The design on the wrapper here was hugely popular 
among various dominotiers across France (Orléans, Paris, 
Le Mans), and exists in a number of variants, both in the 
block used and the colour stencilling.  See André 
Jammes, Papiers dominotés (2010), plate IV, for six 
examples, none of which quite tallies with the present paper. 
 
 
07. BIBLIA dat is de gantsche H. Schrift …  Dordrecht 1777.  
[Bound with:] 
 
Het Nieuwe Testament …  Te Amsterdam,  By H. Brandt, D. 
onder de Linden, P. Schouten, J. de Groot, R. Arrenberg, en 
Compagnie.  1781.  [And:] 
 
Het Boek der Psalmen …  t’ Amsterdam, by H. Brandt, D. onder 
de Linden, P. Schouten, J. de Groot, en R. Arrenberg in 
Compagnie.  1782. 
 
 



 
 

 
 

3 vols bound in one, 12mo (143 × 78 mm), ff. [2], 422, [2], including 
engraved title; [3], 132; [174]; text printed in double columns, the music 
in the Psalms printed typographically; contemporary mottled calf tooled 
gilt, gauffred gilt edges, block-printed endpapers; a few creases to the 
spine, else very good; ink ownership inscription (‘Wilh. Rittershausen 20. 
Nov. 1911’) to verse of front free endpaper.   £700 
 
A very attractive Dutch pocket bible, the music in the volume of psalms 
executed in tiny type, in a typical Dutch binding of the period.  The block-
printed paper used by the binder for the endpapers, however, is Italian.  
See Quilici, Carte decorate nella legatoria del ’700, no. 24 (on a book 
from Palermo from 1784). 
 

  



 
 

 
08. BIBLIA, das ist: Die ganze Heilige Schrift Alten und Neuen 
Testaments …  Basel, bey Johann Rudolf Im-Hof und Sohn.  
1779.  [Bound with:] 
 
Die Heilige Schrift, Neuen Testaments …  Basel, bey Johann 
Rudolf Im-Hof und Sohn.  1777. 
 
2 vols bound in one, 8vo (173 × 100 mm), pp. [16], 909, [1]; 265, [5], 
plus final blank; woodcut head- and tailpieces, text printed in double 
columns; in first vol., old tape repair to )(8 and small stain to 2G1–2; 
contemporary red morocco tooled gilt in an ornate design dated 1779, 
gilt gauffred edges; a little rubbed in places, a few creases to spine, 



 
 

chipped at extremities; early ink ownership inscription of Otto Gericke.  
 £1400 
 
The binding on this Luther bible is possibly North German, the wonderful 
block-printed endpapers perhaps, too (or maybe Dutch: see Heijbroek & 
Greven, Sierpapier, p. 74, for a similar paper, c.1770).  The design is 
reminiscent of certain French papiers dominotés, but the execution is 
different: a French paper would be block-printed in only one outline 
colour then stencilled, whereas the present paper has been printed in 
larger swathes of colour, red and blue, before (I think) some final 
stencilling in yellow. 

 
 
 

09. OFFICIUM puritatis Beatæ Mariæ Virginis.  Romæ ex 
Officina Salomoniana 1787.  [Bound with:] 
 
Devoto esercizio per implorare il divino ajuto, e providenza sotto 
la protezione del glorioso patriarca San Gaetano …  Quarta 
edizione.  In Roma MDCCLXXXVIII.  Nella Stamperia Salomoni a 
S. Ignazio … [1788]. 
 



 
 

2 works in one vol., 8vo (182 × 113 mm), pp. [4], 74, plus final blank; 
with etchings on the initial leaf (by Bombelli) and p. [70], plus another 
before p. 73; lower corner of C1 and C4 and upper margin of C2 torn 
away (no loss), short tear to C6; pp. 24, with an etching by Bombelli 
bound before p. 5; woodcut title vignette; both works printed on tinted 
paper; contemporary full calf, gilt decorative border, smooth spine tooled 
gilt, all edges gilt, a little rubbed, some (insect?) damage to the spine at 
head and foot, with attractive block-printed endpapers.   £475 
 
Two devotional works for the Theatine order (St Cajetan being their 
founder) printed by the noted Roman printer Salomoni, responsible for 
several editions of Piranesi.  The first work appears entirely unrecorded, 
and is listed in neither ICCU nor WorldCat. 
 
The carta silografata used here for the endpapers is a particularly 
attractive example of its type, neatly executed with two blocks in two 
colours (Quilici, Carte decorate nella legatoria del ’700, no. 22). 
 
 
10. MEMENTO MORI.  Priez Dieu pour les-trépassés.  A Orléans 
chez Perdoux … [late eighteenth/early nineteenth century]. 
 
Large 4to leaf (336 × 263 mm), block-printed; some strengthening in 
places on the verso with Japanese tissue; in excellent condition overall.  
 £4500* 
 
While not a decorated paper per se, this is a striking block-printed paper 
from Orléans, a major centre of such activities in France, by a well-
known block-cutter. 
 
The manufacturer here, Pierre-Fiacre Perdoux (1743–1808), was at the 
heart of block-printing in Orléans (Jammes, p. 110).  He had been 
apprenticed to another well-known Orléans dominotier, Jean-Baptiste 
Sevestre (1728–1805), before setting up his own business in 1771, 
manufacturing all kinds of decorated paper.  He acquired Sevestre’s 
business in 1780, and by 1783 was specialising solely in papiers 
dominotés and wallpaper, of which he is known to have produced over 
500 designs. 
 
The paper is signed ‘F M’.  This is François Michelin, the renowned 
block-cutter who, in the mid 1780s, produced the wrapper design for the 
first large-scale certain French publisher’s binding.  See Giles Barber, 
‘Continental paper wrappers and publishers’ bindings in the 18th 
century’, The Book Collector, Vol. 24, No. 1, Spring 1975. 
 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 
BOUND IN CONTEMPORARY PAPIER PEINT 
 
11. FLAMAND-GRÉTRY, Louis-Victor.  Description complète 
de la ville de Saint-Denis, depuis son origine jusqu’à nos jours …  
Paris, Arthus Bertrand … et Delaunay …; à Saint-Denis, chez 
Chichereau … et chez l’auteur, M. Flamand-Grétry, à Vitry-sur-
Seine.  1840. 
 
8vo (219 × 135 mm), pp. [4], 266; with 2 folding lithographed maps and 
10 etched plates; some foxing and spotting; uncut and partly unopened 
in contemporary paper wrappers, cloth spine, ms. ink label (rubbed), the 
sides covered with sections from a contemporary French wallpaper 
frieze, a little rubbed.   £950 
 
First edition of a historical account of Saint-Denis, including its great 
Basilique royale, important both for its place in the history of Gothic 
architecture and its role as necropolis for the Kings of France.  All but 
four are buried there.   
 
The block-printed papier peint on the binding here, still bright and fresh, 
employs six colours to create a trompe-l’œil neo-Gothic frieze.  A year 



 
 

after Flamand-Grétry’s book was published, Augustus Pugin sneered at 
the fashion for Gothic wallpapers in his True Principles of Pointed or 
Christian Architecture, calling them ‘a great favourite with hotel and 
tavern keepers’ (quoted in Entwistle, A Literary History of Wallpaper, p. 
86), but it does point to their popularity at the time. 
 
 
DEATH IN VENICE 
 
12. [CARTA DI VARESE.]  Four editions of the Venetian Menzioni 
onorifiche dei defonti, each bound in Varese paper over boards.  
Venice, 1854–65.   Together £1200 
 
In 1860, after over two hundred years in business, the printing firm of 
Remondini closed down.  The woodblocks used in producing its famous 
decorated papers were subsequently reassembled and acquired by four 
female members of the noble Ponti family who, in 1902, granted 
Giuseppe Rizzi, an enterprising antiques dealer from Varese, a licence 
to use them again in the production of decorated paper.  These new 
Remondini papers, printed in multiple colours from the original blocks, 
found a market in both Italy and abroad, winning prizes at the 
international exhibitions held at Brussels (1910) and Leipzig (1914), until 
production ceased in 1939 with the death of Giuseppe Rizzi’s son, 
Cesare.   
 
On the background, see Tanya Schmoller, Remondini and Rizzi: a 
Chapter in Italian Decorated Paper History (Oak Knoll, 1990) and Carla 
Tocchetti, La Carta di Varese: fascino e splendore (Macchione, 2020). 
 
The books are as follows: 
 
Menzioni onorifiche dei defonti ossia raccolta di lapidi, necrologie, 
poesie, annunzii a distinti defonti di Venezia, nell’anno 1854, per cura di 
G[iovanni]. B[attista]. Contarini …  Venezia, 1854 dalla tipografia di F. A. 
Perini.  8vo (205 × 137 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 46, [2]; some light 
spotting, more so to the title. 
 
Menzioni onorifiche dei defonti ossia raccolta di lapidi, necrologie, 
poesie, annunzii a distinti defonti di Venezia, ecc., nell’ anno 1855, per 
cura di G[iovanni]. B[attista]. Contarini …  Venezia, 1855 dalla tipografia 
di F. A. Perini.  8vo (205 × 139 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 47, [1]; some 
spotting, heavier to the title. 
 



 
 

Menzioni onorifiche dei defonti ossia raccolta di lapidi, necrologie, 
poesie, annunzii ad alcuni defonti di Venezia, nell’ anno 1859, per cura 
di G[iovanni]. B[attista]. Contarini …  Venezia dalla tipografia Perini 1859 
[colophon: 1860].  8vo (206 × 138 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 46, [2]; some 



 
 

spotting, a couple of old spots (from water) to pp. 40–1, a few words 
underlined on p. 22, marginal note (trimmed) to p. 43. 
 
Menzioni onorifiche dei defonti ossia raccolta di lapidi, necrologie, 
poesie, annunzii ad alcuni defunti di Venezia, nell’ anno 1865, per cura 
di G[iovanni]. B[attista]. Contarini …  Venezia, tipografia Perini impr. 
1865.  8vo (205 × 137 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 24. 
 
From the library of Gerolamo Cavalli, with his etched armorial bookplate 
in each volume, shelfmark to rear covers. 
 
 

Paste paper 
 
13. DEMOSTHENES.  Le Filippiche di Demostene con sue 
osservazioni, e prefazione istorica scritte dal Francese nel volgare 
Italiano dall’ abbete Felletti.  Consacrate a Sua Altezze 
reverendiss. Monsignor Filippo principe, e vescovo d’Erbipoli duca 
di Franconia &c.  In Venezia, M. DCC. XV. Per Steffano Monti … 
[1715]. 

 



 
 

8vo (172 × 111 mm), pp. [8], 92, 108 (i.e. 208: pp. 202–8 mispaginated), 
160, [42]; with an etched armorial frontispiece; some old waterstaining, a 
little worming at the end; later eighteenth-century vellum, paste-paper 
pastedowns.   £600 
 
Stylish paste-paper endpapers: ‘veined’ paste paper (geädertes 
Kleisterpapier in German) in four colours with impressed decoration.  A 
sheet of paper, covered with the coloured paste, was pressed against 
another sheet.  Then the wave pattern was traced on the dry side of one 
of the sheets with a finger before the sheets were pulled apart again, 
resulting in an overall veined effect with an additional white pattern in the 
coloured paste. 

AN ALSATIAN BINDING? 
 
14. LA CONDAMINE, Charles-Marie de.  Mesure des trois 
premiers degrés du méridien dans l’hémisphère austral, tirée 
des Observations de Mrs de l’Académie Royale des Sciences, 



 
 

envoyés par le Roi sous l’Équateur …  A Paris, de l’Imprimerie 
royale.  1751. 
 
4to (248 × 192 mm), pp. [12], 266, x; with a folding letterpress leaf after 
p. 162 and 3 folding engraved plates at the end; engraved title vignette 
by Brunet after Goussier, historiated etched headpieces to pp. [3] and 
[106]; lower corner a little creased, some light browning or occasional 
spotting, but a very good copy, with generous margins, in contemporary 
mottled calf, red edges, smooth spine gilt in compartments, gilt morocco 
lettering-piece, attractive paste-paper endpapers; embossed stamp of 
Philipp von Kageneck to title.   £1500 
 
First edition.  ‘The official account of the great French Scientific 
Expedition to South America, for measuring an arc of the meridian at the 
Equator for more accurately determining the dimensions and figure of 
the Earth’ (Sabin 38483). 
 
At a glance, the binding here looks French, but I wonder if it might come 
from Alsace, and not only because the Kagenecks were Alsatian nobility: 
the mottling and the spine lettering strike me as slightly unusual, and the 
paste paper used for the endpapers is undecidedly un-French.   
 
 
15. LEVIS, Pierre-Marc-Gaston, duc de.  Les voyages de 
Kang-Hi ou Nouvelles lettres chinoises …  Seconde édition 
augmentée de plusieurs lettres …  A Paris, chez Ant. Aug. 
Renouard.  1812. 
 
2 vols, 12mo (179 × 108 mm) in sixes, pp. xxviii, 270 + folding table; [4], 
298, plus final blank; with a folding four-page issue of the fictitious 
Journal du Déjeuner for 15 Sep. 1910 bound in vol. II; a fine copy, uncut 
in the original paste-paper wrappers (see below), a little sunned; original 
printed spine labels, ms. numbering to covers and spines.   £700 
 
Second edition (first 1810), enlarged, of an epistolary novel set a 
hundred years in the future, ‘the occasion for a Romantic and good 
humoured comparison of the European and Chinese scenes.  The title 
may possibly have echoed the progresses of the emperor K’ang-his in 
South China’ (Lust 1280). 
 
The wrappers here are made from printer’s waste which has then been 
decorated with purple paste.  The leaves themselves appear to have 
come from a mid-eighteenth-century edition of Lacombe de Prézel’s 
Dictionnaire du Citoyen, ou Abregé historique, théorique et pratique du 
commerce, and comprise the entries for Scamonée, Scherbaffi, Seide, 



 
 

and Sel (i.e. scammony [a medicinal plant from the Levant], sherbaff [a 
type of silk], Sidon, and salt) on vol. I, and Calicut and Californie on 
vol. II. 
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